Expanding and Collapsing the Course Menu

The Course Menu appears on the left side of a course and contains links to materials and tools within the course. You can expand or collapse the Course Menu frame.

**Users can collapse the Course Menu so it is out of sight or expand it to its fullest size.**

### Expand the Course Menu

The Course Menu can be exposed to allow navigation to other parts of the course.

1. The **RUST BAR** from above stays viewable on the far left side of the browser window.
2. **Upon hover**, the dialog “Hide Course Menu” appears.
3. Click the **RUST BAR**.

### Collapse the Course Menu

The Course Menu can be hidden to create more screen space to view course content.

1. **Move the mouse** to the right side of course menu.
2. **Upon hover**, a rust bar appears with the dialog “Hide Course Menu.”
3. Click the **RUST BAR**.